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“Do you know how to use a calendar? A calendar is a chart
with numbers and words. It shows us the year, the months,
the weeks, the days, and the dates. Can you nd the date
of a special day, like your birthday or a party?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Discuss ordinal numbers:  first  second  third  tenth

•  Learn days of the week and months in sequence.

•  Use commas for fluency in reading lists.

•  Notice numbers as words and numerals.

•  Understand use of upper case initial letters for names.

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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              A calendar helps us to find the date
      .of a special day

            ?What is the date of your birthday
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              ,The date is the name of the day
  ,      .the month and the year

        ?What is the date today
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